INDIANA GAMING COMMISSION
Corrections to Monthly Revenue Reports

Please be advised that the specific monthly riverboat revenue reports listed below contained errors.
The corrections to those errors are also listed below. Although revised monthly reports for these
reporting periods have not been issued, all future presentations of this information will properly reflect
these corrections:
February 2020
Majestic Star II: Has filed an amendment for filings in February to apply unused Free Play Deduction.
This amendment decreases the Adjusted Gross Receipts, Wagering Tax, Supplemental Tax, and
corresponding Year-to-Date amounts. The following amounts are the amended amounts: Free Play
Deduction is ($1,183,964); Adjusted Gross Receipts are $3,351,852; Wagering Tax is $670,370.33;
Supplemental Tax is $117,315; YTD Wagering Tax is $3,033,722; YTD Supplemental Tax is
$1,187,151; YTD Total Tax is $4,220,873; and YTD Free Play Deduction is ($2,597,996).
January 2020
Indiana Grand: Incorrectly reported the total coin in amount as $247,714,249; the correct amount is
$234,755,514.
December 2019
Indiana Grand: Incorrectly reported the total coin in amount as $12,503,207; the correct amount is
$247,714,249.
June 2018
Indiana Grand: Incorrectly reported the number of Electronic Gaming Devices in two categories: $0.25
denomination was reported as 300; the correct number is 272. The $1.00 denomination was reported
as 387; the correct number is 302. This changes the total number of EGD units from the reported
amount of 2,202 to 2,089.
July 2015
Indiana Grand: Due to a late month adjustment the AGR for both Indiana Grand and the State Total
AGR were incorrectly reported on the Monthly Report by $170. The correct AGR for Indiana Grand
should have been $19,668,736. The correct AGR State Total should have been $183,756,815.
May 2014
Majestic Star II: Incorrectly reported the number of table games on the May report. The report shows
21 units of Poker and no units for Poker Room. It should have stated 21 units in the Poker room and
no units for Poker.
February 2014
Majestic Star: Incorrectly reported the number of tables games. They report 19 Black Jack tables and
the correct number was 21. This changed their total tables from the report 45 units to 47 units.
January 2014
Blue Chip: Due to a reporting error, Blue Chip YTD Free Play was incorrectly listed as -$7,172,162.
The correct was -$5,000,000
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July 2013
French Lick: Incorrectly reported their number of tables games. They actually had 4 Poker tables and
a total 45 table games.
Rising Star: Incorrectly reported their table game information. They actually had 6 Poker tables and 0
Poker Room.
March 2013
Indiana Grand: Incorrectly reported number of Electronic Gaming Devices in two categories. $.25
denomination was reported as 260, the correct number is 268. $1.00 denomination was reported as
247, the correct number is 255. This changes the total number of EGD units from the reported amount
of 1,841 to 1,857.
February 2013
Indiana Grand: Incorrectly reported number of Electronic Gaming Devices for the $1.00
denomination. Reported number was 254, correct number is 255. This changes the total number of
EGD units from the reported amount of 1,854 to 1,855.
September 2012
Blue Chip: Incorrectly reported table units for the month in four categories. Black Jack was report as 4
however the correct number is 27. Baccarat was reported as 27, the correct number is 1. Roulette was
reported as 0, the correct number is 1. Finally Other is reported as 1, the correct number is 0.
May2012
Hoosier Park: Incorrectly reported Coin In for their $.01 EGDs. They reported $87,454,460, however
the correct figure is $78,454,460. This also resulted in an error in the total Coin In. The corrected total
for Coin In is $224,394,742.
April 2011
Horseshoe Hammond: A mid month admission count adjustment was not included on the HTML
version of the revenue report. The correct total for admission count is 520,137. The admission tax on
the HTML is correct, also both amounts are correctly reported on the PDF version.
March 2010
French Lick reported 0 units for Roulette when they actually had 3 units.
January 2010
Horseshoe Hammond: Horseshoe has provided a revised unit count for table games. As of January 31
they had 26 Baccarat table instead of 14; 50 Blackjack tables instead of 18; 11 Craps tables instead of
1; 21 Poker instead of 55; and 11 Roulette instead of 9. The number for the Poker Room was correct,
the corrected total number of tables is 153 instead of 131.
July 2009
Grand Victoria (Rising Sun): Due to a reporting error Grand Victoria understated their coin in on their
$5.00 slots. The correct coin in should be $5,676,810. This also resulted in an understatement of their
total coin in. The total coin in for the month should be $106,947,121.
November 2008
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Horseshoe Southern Indiana (Elizabeth): Inadvertently reported the number of units for their $5.00
EGDs as 330. The correct number of units should be 66, this also changes the total number of EGD
units to 1990.
October 2007
Blue Chip (Michigan City): Due to a reporting error Blue Chip’s AGR was overstated. The correct
AGR is $17,588,469.81.
August 2007
Caesars (Elizabeth): Incorrectly reported coin in for their $.25 slot machines. Due to a data input error
they stated $29,432,786.47 for the $.25 denomination and $242,518,074.05 for total coin in. The
correct figures are $63,850,773.50 for $.25 slots and $276,936,061.08 for total coin in.
Caesars (Elizabeth): Turnstile count for the month was understated on the Monthly Report. The
correct total for admissions for August was 259,212. The turnstile numbers for the year to date are
correct; the total admission for all casinos for August should have been 2,381,049.
Grand Victoria (Rising Sun): Turnstile count for the month was understated on the Monthly Report.
The correct total for admissions for August was 151,638. The turnstile numbers for the year to date are
correct; the total admission for all casinos for August should have been 2,381,049.
October 2006
Horseshoe (Hammond): Incorrectly reported drop and win on $10 rather than $25 electronic gaming
devices. The correct total for $25 machines should be $167,431 win. The total remains the same.
Blue Chip (Michigan City): Incorrectly reported the number of Poker tables and Other tables. The
correct numbers should be 12 Poker tables and 0 Other tables.
September 2006
Horseshoe (Hammond): Incorrectly reported win on $10 rather than $25 electronic gaming devices.
The correct total for $25 machines should be $58,395 win. The total remains the same.
May 2006
Resorts (East Chicago): Incorrectly reported Adjusted Gross Receipts for individual table games. The
total AGR is correct. The correct individual numbers are: Baccarat $1,372,686.60, Black Jack
$2,991,705.05, Craps $768,225, and Poker $528,160.50. All others remain the same.
April 2006
Blue Chip (Michigan City): Incorrectly reported number of roulette tables. Number reported was one
(1); however, the correct number is five (5).
January 2006
Horseshoe (Hammond): Incorrectly reported win on $10 rather than $25 electronic gaming devices.
The correct total for $25 machines should be $86,645 win. The total remains the same.
May 2004
Aztar (Evansville): The total admissions and admission tax were reported incorrectly. The correct
total admissions is 131,395 and the admission tax is $395,913. That changes the total admissions for
all ten casinos to 2,259,975 and makes the total admission tax $6,779,925.
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Blue Chip (Michigan City): Incorrectly showed a $7,565 drop and a $3,397 win under Poker Room.
This drop and win should be under Poker.
Harrah's (East Chicago): The corrected Coin-In total for the $5.00 machines is $14,880,430 and the
corrected grand total is $227,552,737 .
January 2004
Majestic Star (Gary): The Coin-In totals were reported incorrectly. The numbers should have been as
follows: nickels $37,784,488.15, quarters $30,213,210.00, and dollars $39,979,725.00.
December 2003
Aztar (Evansville): In December 2003 the correct slot win for nickels was $2,375,533 and for dollars
was $2,744,768. The total slot win was $8,250,106.
Caesars (Elizabeth): The Win for dollar ($1) tokens was reported incorrectly. The correct win for the
dollar tokens was $4,566,848 making the total win $17,380,201.
November 2003
Grand Victoria (Rising Sun): In November 2003 the correct slot win for nickels was $2,731,648 and
for dimes was $124,709. The total slot win was $10,428,825.
June 2002:
Trump (Gary): Total admissions reflected prior month adjustment (May, overstated 10,914).
February 2002:
Trump (Gary): The Coin-In for the $0.25 cent tokens was reported incorrectly. The correct total for
quarters should have been $30,050,193 instead of $3,050,193 as originally reported. That correction
results in a change for total Coin-In from the incorrectly reported amount of $86,356,939 to the
corrected total of $113,356,939.
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November 2001:
Caesars (Elizabeth): The EGD Adjusted Gross Receipts were reported incorrectly. The numbers should
have been as follows: nickels $3,526,838, quarters $5,020,313, halves $1,054,516, one dollar
$4,718,911, five dollars $625,260, ten dollars $208,500, twenty dollars, $192,820, one-hundred dollars
$46,300, five hundred dollars $7,500.
January 2001:
Empress (Hammond): The EGD Adjusted Gross Receipts were reported incorrectly. The numbers
should have been as follows: nickels $1,333,074; quarters $5,666,261; halves $1,536,018; one dollar
$6,630,982; five dollars $918,481; ten dollars $37,240; twenty-five dollars $107,201; one hundred
dollars <$35,200>. The number for two dollars and the total number were reported correctly.
December 2000:
Caesars (Elizabeth): The EGD numbers of Units and/or Coin In were reported incorrectly. The
numbers should have been as follows: 0.05 units, 171; 0.05 coin in, $14,755,693; 0.25 units, 1440;
0.25 coin in, $53,308,154; 0.50 units, 231; 0.50 coin in, $11,997,856; 1.00 units, 544; 1.00 coin in,
$49,341,228; 5.00 coin in $11,602,305; 10.00 coin in, $2,865,600; 20.00 coin in, $2,724,540; 100.00
coin in, $2,356,700; 500.00 coin in, $283,500. The total number of units should be 2512 and the total
coin in should be $149,235,576.
July 2000:
Aztar (Evansville): The EGD Adjusted Gross Receipts were reported incorrectly. The numbers should
have been as follows: nickels $453,400; dimes $329,327; quarters $2,129,784; halves $544,853; one
dollar $2,772,110; two dollars $136,644; five dollars $628,700; ten dollars $217,210; twenty-five
dollars $195,100. The number for the one hundred dollars and the total number were reported
correctly.
June 2000:
Blue Chip (Michigan City): The admissions reported for gaming day June 12, 2000 was overstated by
2282 patrons. The accurate number for the turnstile count was 3982 and for multiple excursions was
4276, for a total admissions of 8258. The admissions tax was also overstated by $6,846. The correct
total admissions tax was $24,774.
March 2000:
Aztar (Evansville): The admission tax turnstile count number was reported incorrectly. The accurate
number for the turnstile count was 92,929 and the total number of admissions was 188,051. The
amount of admission tax was reported correctly.
Grand Victoria (Rising Sun): The EGD win for quarters (0.25) was overstated by $29, 400. A jackpot
was hit the end of March and was not reported until May.
February 2000:
Aztar (Evansville): EGD units: the number of units for nickels and quarters were reported incorrectly.
The accurate number of units for the nickels was 25 and for the quarters was 519.
Grand Victoria (Rising Sun): EGD Adjusted Gross Receipts were reported incorrectly. The numbers
should have been as follows: nickels $898,424; quarters $4,212,520; halves $330,679; one dollar
$4,810,458; two dollars $90,906; five dollars $898,568; ten dollars $0; twenty-five dollars $395,200;
the grand total should be $11,636,754.
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January 2000:
Aztar (Evansville): January win for the EGD per denominations are as follows: $118,250 nickels;
$380,996 dimes; $1,624,911 quarters; $390,338 halves; $2,450,221 dollars; $115,587 two dollars;
$535,673 five dollars; $138,490 ten dollars; $82,350 twenty five dollars; $55,640 hundred dollars.
December 1999:
Empress (Hammond): Table Games win information was incorrect for Blackjack/21 and Craps only
and the total win of $3,886,174 is correct. The accurate table win for Blackjack/21 is $1,778,023 and
for Craps is $658,634.
Trump (Gary): EGD units: the number of units by denomination was reported incorrectly. The accurate
number of units by denomination is: nickels 70; twenty-five cent 593; fifty cent 70; one dollar 469;
two dollar 7; five dollar 29; twenty-five dollar 11. The total number of units is 1249.
November 1999:
Empress (Hammond): EGD win detail by denomination was incorrectly reported, however the total
win of $12,620,269 is correct. The accurate win detail by denomination is: nickels $1,145,667; 25 cent
$4,201,089; 50 cent $1,055,070; one dollar $5,466,941; two dollar $41,580; five dollar $605,101; ten
dollar $36,871; twenty-five dollar $67,950.
June 1999:
Grand Victoria (Rising Sun): Table Game information presented for roulette was switched with the
information for Caribbean stud.
June 1998:
Grand Victoria (Rising Sun): Table Games: number of poker tables was understated by 2; thus the total
number of table games at Grand Victoria should be 78 and the total number of table games in Indiana
should be 579.
April 1998:
Empress (Hammond): EGD coin in: the detail by denomination was inaccurately reported, however,
total coin in of $213,376,058 is correct. The accurate coin in detail by denomination is: 25 cent $
54,763,470; 50 cent $ 11,121,316; one dollar $ 119,931,794; two dollar $ 2,172,818; five dollar $
20,021,165; ten dollar $ 1,951,720; twenty-five dollar $ 3,413,775.
March 1998:
Aztar (Evansville): Table Game information presented for mini baccarat was switched with the
information for big six.

_______________________________________________________________
For questions regarding these corrections contact Christina Gray at: cgray@igc.state.in.us
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